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Abstract—Modern AGVs are equipped with
w
several safety
laser scanners with a combined 360 deg field of view around the
AGV to detect and subsequently avoid colllisions with other
AGVs, structural elements and, most importantly, workers. This
contactless environment perception approaach fulfils current
safety legislation and safety regulations for driverless industrial
trucks. However, obstacle detection is limitted to a 2D plane
parallel and close to the ground, unable to deetect protruding or
hanging objects in the path of the AGV.

Usually three or four safetyy laser scanners mounted at the
lower perimeter of the AGV ennsure a 360 degree field of view
around the AGV, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

In order to avoid collisions with these kinds of objects as well,
the idea of PAN-Robots is to enhance the existing 2D safety by a
3D perception system based on an omnidirectioonal stereo camera.
This paper describes the multi-level on-board sensor data fusion
strategies implemented in the PAN-Robots project.
p
The fused
information of tracked and classified objects is
i not only used for
on-board risk assessment and emergency collission avoidance, but
is also communicated to the global control ceenter for advanced
fleet coordination and intelligent AGV navigatiion.
Keywords—AGV, environment perception, laser scanner, data
fusion, omnidirectional stereo vision, objecct tracking, object
classification, 2D safety, 3D perception, low-leveel fusion, high-level
fusion

I.

INTRODUCTION

The European safety legislation and safeety regulations for
driverless industrial trucks [1] require, intter alia, a worker
safety system that detects persons or objectss in the path of the
AGV. Early implementations used mechaniccal systems that act
on physical contact, such as a plastic or foam
m bumper.

Fig. 2. Bird's eye perspective on an AGV (blue rectangle) and overlapping
fields of view of three laser scanners on
o the perimeter of the AGV: front left
and right with 270 degrees (yellow annd blue, respectively) and rear with 190
degrees (orange)

However, obstacle detectiion is limited to a 2D plane
parallel and close to the groundd, unable to detect protruding or
hanging objects in the path of
o the AGV. In order to avoid
collisions with these kinds of objects
o
as well, the idea of PANRobots is to enhance the existinng 2D safety by a 3D perception
system based on an omnidirecttional stereo camera mounted on
top of the AGV.
a
the steps of on-board data
The system architecture and
fusion are illustrated in Fig.. 3 and are described in the
subsequent sections.

Today, contactless sensor technology bassed on laser, radar,
infrared or ultrasonic that monitors the dangger area around the
AGV is the state of the art implementtation for person
protection. Fig. 1 shows safety laser scanners
s
that are
predominantly used for this purpose.

Fig. 1. Safety laser scanners for 2D AGV
V safety

Fig. 3. Systeem architecture
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II.

2D SAFETY LASER SCANNERS

A. Scan data fusion
The laser scanners gather a range profile (‘scan’) of the
environment. As the four scanners have different fields of view
into the four directions of the AGV, the complete environment
can be observed by fusing all four range profiles of the
scanners. Some of the scanners’ fields of view are overlapping,
but only in part, see Fig. 4. By taking into account the
calibrated mounting positions and fields of view of each of the
scanners, the scans from the individual scanners can be
registered into one common coordinate system around the
AGV.

B. Integration of semantic map information
The semantic map of the warehouse environment is used to
identify and extract regions of interest for object detection. The
background elimination module is based on a grid map which
is obtained from the semantic map. The grid map of the
warehouse is shifted and rotated according to the current
position and motion of the AGV. This is an efficient use of the
information about the AGV odometry which is being
determined by the position estimation application anyway. If
there is a potential delay in the determined position’s
timestamp as compared to the current scan timestamp, the
position is extrapolated to the current scan timestamp.
The following Fig. 6 exemplifies the background
elimination process, where the foreground (red) and
background (yellow) scan points are shown, based on the
warehouse grid map (greyscale).

Fig. 4. Scans from four on-board safety laser scanners (colored by device)

The safety scanners that are being used in the PAN-Robots
system have no external time synchronization of their laser
scanner measurements. Instead, each scanner’s timing behavior
is controlled by its own single free-running internal clock.
Hence, the actual measurement timestamps and the exact
duration of one scan are slightly different between the scanners
and also over time.
Additionally, the used safety laser scanners (SICK S300
and S3000) have different scan frequencies, with the S3000
having shorter scan durations (30ms) than the S300 (40ms).
For this reason, the scans with the shorter interval are filtered
in time to use only the closest scan from the S3000 for fusion
with the S300 scans. The synchronization is performed in the
sensor data processing by interpolating the different scans on
one common measurement timestamp. As a result, all scan
points from the environment can subsequently be treated as if
they had been recorded by one single laser scanner, see Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Background elimination using 3D semantic map

C. Integration of AGV odometry data
Due to the motion of the AGV, the observed relative
positions of other objects in the environment will change. This
is taken into account by the ego-motion compensation module,
where the known AGV ego motion from the odometry
information is used to change all relative object positions
according to the motion in the time interval between the
previous scan’s timestamp and the current scan’s timestamp.
This change in relative position is done for all currently tracked
objects in the Kalman filter.
D. Tracking
The remaining scan points that are relevant for the tracking
measurements will be clustered into segments according to
their euclidian distance, see Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Fused scans
Fig. 7. Remaining scan points as segments for tracking
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The list of segments resulting from the obbject segmentation
task is the input data to the Kalman tracking algorithm. The list
of segments is compared to the already traccked objects in an
association step based on Euclidean distancee of the centers of
gravity or distinctive contour points [2]. Assoociated objects will
get their state vectors updated according to thhe current segment
measurements. For segments without associaated objects, a new
object track will be initialized. And forr objects without
observed segments, the object tracks will bee deleted from the
tracking after some suitable waiting time.

the actual processing of the fisheye images. A preliminary
version of the system was prresented in [6] focusing on the
initial parts of the processing: multi-channel
m
rectification using
the construction of virtual imaagers. The outline of the set of
modules and tasks performeed within the omnidirectional
stereovision based environmentt perception system is described
in Fig. 9.

Tracked objects are passed onto the obbject classification
module for object output, and will also be predicted for the
future time steps. Using a constant velociity motion model,
tracked objects are predicted for the subseequent association
step. Each object has a (locally) unique iddentifier (ID) and
parameters such as position, size, and veloccity of each object
are tracked.
Fig. 8 shows the end result of deteccted, tracked and
classified objects in the foreground area of the
t 2D safety laser
scanner perception system.

Fig. 9. Stereo-vision bassed environment perception

In order to address the real-tim
me requirements of the system
multiple modules have been implemented
i
in CUDA on the
GPU. Additionally, these moduules are organized in a way that
facilitates the implementation of a GPU/CPU pipelined
execution.

Fig. 8. Tracked Objects (a pedestrian and two AGVs). Video is for reference
only.

III.

A. Dense Stereo Reconstructioon
An important part of thee system is the dense stereo
reconstruction implemented onn the GPU. The objective of this
module is to calculate the 3D points based on each rectified
image pairs. The 3D scene depicted by the input images is
reconstructed by estimating thee depth from the disparity values
for each pixel. This process ressults in the 3D points which are
connected based on proximitty and colored to obtain the
rendering of the scene (Fig. 10)). The implemented algorithm is
a modified version of semi--global matching (SGM) with
subpixel accuracy [9, 10]. systeem.

OMNIDIRECTIONAL STEREO CAMERA

Stereovision based environment perceptiion has been used
successfully in various applications and sysstems but most of
them are related to advanced driving assisttance [13]. Within
the PAN-Robots project a solution is proposeed for representing
the surrounding environment using a sttereovision based
system. Because of the mounting position and the usage of
omnidirectional fisheye lenses [8], a 360 degrree field of view is
achieved around the AGV. The main advanttage of this sensor
is that it provides a large quantity of data
d
that can be
interpreted by taking into account the sensor model. It provides
information in 3D as opposed to the 2D infoormation delivered
by laser scanners.

Fig. 10. Fisheye image (left) and 3D reconstruction (right)

c
2 fisheye
The stereovision system consists of 2 cameras,
lenses and an ECU (Electronic Control Uniit) which performs
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B. Digital Elevation Map representation
Based on the 3D points obtained from the dense stereo
reconstruction an intermediate representationn in the form of a
Digital Elevation Map (DEM) is usedd. The DEM is
constructed probabilistically [7], taking into account the direct
and inverse sensor models of the omnidirecttional stereovision
sensor calculated experimentally.
In the classical version each DEM cell contaains a single height
corresponding to the maximum value. Thhis is an essential
choice which is necessary to address the prroblem of bimodal
cells. In order to be able to detect and repreesent hanging and
protruding objects, each DEM cell conntains 2 different
heights: a minimum and a maximum heigght. For the lower
height the smallest value above the ground plane
p
which has a
consistent weight is considered. Using thiss representation 2
vertical height profiles are obtained.
Additionally, each elevation map cell caalculates the mean
and the standard deviation of the intensity vaalue corresponding
to that cell. After obtaining the height and inntensity values the
gradient is also calculated in each cell. By considering these
new aspects a more accurate DEM cell groouping mechanism
can be implemented for detecting objects. sysstem.

D. Object Detection
The elevation map measureements are used to extract a set
of obstacle hypotheses. First, thhe DEM cells that are labeled as
“obstacle” are grouped into coonnected entities (blobs). Then,
for each connected group of DEM
D
cells, two different models
are determined: a 3D cuboidal model that is used to define the
region of interest for the objecct classification step, and a freeform polygonal model used to estimate
e
the object motion [11].
One of the main advantagges of the vision-based object
detection solution is the abilityy to detect hanging objects (see
Fig 16. a). The basic idea coonsists in determining, for each
DEM cell, two different heightt values: the minimum height of
the object that does not belonng to the ground plane and the
maximum height of 3D pointss that are projected in the same
cell. These height values are used in the grouping stage to
define the lower and upper objeect boundaries.

Fig. 13. Detecting hanging objects. A scenario
s
containing two pedestrians and
a hanging box. Left: fisheye image. Rigght: 3D view.

Fig. 11. The obtained probabilistic inverse-sensor model
m
based DEM

C. Ground Plane Temporal Filtering
To increase the robustness and accuracy of the elevation map
cell classification, a temporal filtering is applied to the
detected ground plane. As usually the rooad profile in the
warehouse environment is considered to be
b flat, it can be
represented by the following general equation:
(1)
Ax + By + Cz − D = 0

E. Object Tracking
The proposed tracking soluttion relies on two separate steps:
motion estimation and filteriing. In order to estimate the
obstacle motion we use an Iterative Closest Point based
mate an optimal rotation and
method, which aims to estim
translation between the assoociated polygonal models that
describe the same target in diff
fferent frames [12]. The resulted
transformation parameters are subjected to a Kalman filtering
technique.

The four parameters A, B, C and D are updated
u
in time by
using a standard Kalman filter mechanism. syystem.

Fig. 14. Objject Tracking.

Fig. 12. The estimated ground plane (right) for agivven scenario (left).

F. Object Classification
Having a set of obstacle hypothheses represented as 3D oriented
boxes, each of them is classiffied as “AGV”, “Pedestrian” or
“Other obstacle”.
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Both sensors need to be registered to a common reference
frame. In our case this was performed by perceiving a reference
object, at the same time, with both 3D vision and laser sensors
and then estimating the optimal transformation parameters
between the two coordinate systems by using a least squares
technique.
A. Probabilistic object-level fusion
In modern data fusion applications probabilistic methods
are considered to be the standard approaches [3]. Probabilistic
fusion expresses the data uncertainty using a probability
distribution for each information source. In the PAN-Robots
system, each device provides an object list containing the
position, size, orientation, velocity, and classification of each
detected object along with the uncertainty of these
measurements.
The fusion algorithm gathers information about objects in
the surrounding of the AGV from the different devices and
incorporates all available information which has been
accumulated up to that point in time. It keeps track of a fused
object list in order to provide as much information as possible
about the surrounding at the current time.

Fig. 15. Object classification

For object classification we use Ada-boost [4] where each
obstacle is classified based on the visual codebook based
features [5].
IV.

LOCAL ON-BOARD OBJECT-LEVEL FUSION

The data resulting from the two threads of 2D perception
and 3D omnidirectional vision are fused on-board the AGV to
enhance object detection, tracking and classification
performance. By fusing all these data, a more precise
representation of the environment is possible. All the sensors
have advantages and disadvantages and by taking into account
these facts a truly authentic view of the surroundings of the
AGV can be acquired.
One important characteristic that needs to be taken into
account when performing sensor data fusion is the fact that
usually the laser scanners and the static 3D digital maps offer a
better accuracy and detection stability when compared to stereo
reconstruction. On the other hand, the data obtained from the
stereo sensor is much richer and represents objects in 3D in
360 degrees around the AGV, while the laser scanners provide
only 2D information.
Apart from these sensor specific characteristics, the sensors
and the data need to be synchronized as well. The computation
units of 2D perception and 3D vision have different clocks. In
order to merge the lists of tracked objects provided by each
device, a global time reference is necessary and each data
source must provide a precise timestamp. This is achieved by
network time protocol (NTP) synchronization where both the
2D perception system and the 3D vision system synchronize
with the reference clock of the PAN-Robots global control
center.

Whenever a new object list arrives from either 2D
perception or 3D vision, the fused object list is updated
according to the newly gathered measurements. The fusion
process itself then consists of two major phases:
1) Object association phase
For each detected object, it is checked if it can be
associated to an object in the fused object list. The fusion
module incorporates the tracking information from each
individual device, which means that if an object has been
detected by the same device before this association is
preserved. Afterwards, remaining objects are associated to the
closest fused object within a certain range or, if such a fused
object is not found, induce the creation of a new fused object.
For each fused object the algorithm keeps track of its detecting
devices and deletes the fused object if it has not been detected
in the most recent object list of at least one device.
2) Object update phase
For each object in the fused object list, a Kalman filter
based prediction is applied to object center, object box size,
heading, and object velocity. Afterwards, if there is an
association to a current measurement, the respective Kalman
states are corrected accordingly. Classification fusion is based
on the classification uncertainty which is provided by each
device and indicates the reliability of the assigned class label.
As the laser scanners do not provide height information,
fusion is performed based on 2D data and the height
information obtained from stereo reconstruction is assigned to
the respective fused objects.
Due to differing frame rates and processing times in the
different modules, the object lists do not necessarily arrive at
the fusion module in chronological order. Specifially, the 3D
vision output can be delayed with regard to the 2D perception.
In order to cope with this situation, the fusion algorithm keeps
track of the history of the fused object list and, if necessary,
goes back in time, incorporates the new measurements, and
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afterwards updates the list according to the more recent
measurements from 2D perception again.

objects in the warehouse, leads to a highly robust and reliable
detection of obstacles. This supports the “vision zero”, a vision
of zero AGV related accidents in modern warehouses.
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